Consensus problems for strings and sequences appear in numerous application contexts, ranging from bioinformatics over data mining to speech recognition. Closing some gaps in the literature, we show that some fundamental problems in this context are NP-hard, W[1]-hard, and the known (partially brute-force) exact algorithms are essentially close to optimality assuming the Exponential Time Hypothesis. Our classified problems include the Circular Consensus String problem, whose non-circular version is trivially linear-time solvable. We introduce a much more general family of circular consensus string problems that also serves as a key for our hardness reductions, and proves to be of independent (also practical) interest on its own. In particular, our work answers the main open question concerning the computational complexity of exact mean computation in dynamic time warping spaces [Brill et al., SDM 2018].
Introduction
Consensus problems appear in many contexts of stringology and time series analysis, including applications in bioinformatics, data mining, machine learning, speech recognition, etc. Roughly speaking, given a set of input sequences, the goal is to find a consensus sequence that minimizes the "distance" (according to some specified distance measure) to the input sequences. Classic problems in this context are the NP-hard Closest String (where the goal is to find a "closest string" that minimizes the maximum Hamming distance to a set of equal-length strings) or the more general Closest Substring (see Bulteau et al. [8] for a more extensive discussion). Notably, the variant of Closest String where one minimizes the sum of Hamming distances instead of the maximum distance is trivially linear-time solvable. In this work, we settle (to a large extent) the computational complexity of prominent consensus problems based on circular strings and time series. Despite their great importance in many applications, and a correspondingly rich set of heuristic solution strategies used in practice, to date, among other things, it has been unknown whether these problems are polynomial-time solvable or NP-hard. We prove their hardness, including also parameterized and fine-grained complexity results, thereby justifying the massive use of heuristic solution strategies in real-world applications. . Bottom: An instance of DTW-Mean with three input sequences and an optimal length-5 mean (z). For this problem, alignments between the mean and input sequences can progress at different speeds: this is formalized using warping paths (see Section 2) , and represented with polygons (or lines in degenerate cases), with alternating shades, so that any pair of aligned elements belong to the same polygon.
The first problem we study is a generalized alignment problem 1 for circular strings called Multiple String Circular Shift (with Cost f ). Based on its analysis, we will also derive our results for two further, more specific problems. Given a set of input strings over a fixed alphabet Σ, a cost function f , and a cost bound c, the goal in Multiple String Circular Shift (with Cost f ) (abbreviated by f -MSCS) is to find a cyclic shift of each input string such that the shifted strings "align well". 2 
f -MSCS

Input:
A list of k strings s 1 , . . . , s k ∈ Σ n of length n and c ∈ Q. Question: Is there a multiple circular shift ∆ ∈ N k with cost f (∆) ≤ c?
See Figure 1 (top) for an example. We separately study the special case Circular Consensus String, where the cost function f : N → N is defined as f (w) := min{w, k − w}. The input for Circular Consensus String is as for Closest String, but the difference is that we only want to minimize the sum of Hamming distances (not the maximum Hamming distance) but are allowed to shift each input string in a circular fashion when determining the minimum distance. As we will show, allowing circular shifts makes the problem much harder to solve.
Multiple circular string (sequence) alignment problems have been considered in different variations in bioinformatics, where circular strings naturally arise in several applications [4, 5, 12, 14, 17, 26] . Depending on the application at hand, different cost functions can be considered. For example, the problem of finding a consensus string of given circular strings with respect to the Hamming distance has been mathematically analyzed [16] . However, most of the algorithmic work so far is heuristic in nature or considers specific special cases. A thorough analysis of the computational complexity for these problems in general has been missing so far.
After having dealt with circular string problems in a quite general fashion, we then study a fundamental (consensus) problem in time series analysis. Dynamic time warping (see Section 2 for details) defines a distance between two time series which is widely used in many applications in time series analysis [18, 23, 25] (notably, dynamic time warping has also been considered in the context of circular sequences [3, 19] ). An important problem here is to compute an average of a given sample of time series under the dynamic time warping distance.
DTW-Mean
Input:
A list of k univariate rational time series x 1 , . . . , x k and c ∈ Q. Question: Is there a univariate rational time series z such that
Here, dtw denotes the dynamic time warping distance. See Figure 1 (bottom) for an example. It is known that the dtw-distance of two length-n time series can be computed in O(n 2 log log log n log log n ) time [13] but not in strongly subquadratic time (that is, not in O(n 2−ε ) time for some ε > 0) unless the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis fails [1, 7] .
Regarding the computational complexity of DTW-Mean, although more or less implicitly assumed in many publications presenting heuristic solution strategies, NP-hardness still has been open (see Brill et al. [6] for a discussion also on some misconceptions in the literature so far). It is known to be solvable in O(n 2k+1 2 k k) time, where n is the maximum length of any input series [6] . Moreover, Brill et al. [6] presented a polynomial-time algorithm for the special case of binary time series. In practice, several heuristics are used [10, [22] [23] [24] . Note that DTWMean is often described as closely related to multiple sequence alignment problems [2, 20, 21] . However, we are not aware of any formal proof regarding this connection. By giving a reduction from Multiple String Circular Shift (with Cost f ) to DTW-Mean, we show that DTW-Mean is actually connected to multiple circular sequence alignment problems. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first formally proven result regarding this connection.
Our Results. Using plausible complexity-theoretic assumptions, we provide a fine-grained picture of the exact computational complexity (including parameterized complexity) of the problems introduced above. We present two main results.
First, we show that, for a large class of natural cost functions f , f -MSCS on binary sequences is NP-hard, W[1]-hard with respect to the number k of inputs, and not solvable in ρ(k) · n o(k) time for any computable function ρ (unless the Exponential Time Hypothesis fails). Note that f -MSCS is easily solvable in ρ(k) · n O(k) time (for computable functions f ) since there are only n k possible cyclic shifts of k length-n sequences. Our running time lower bound thus implies that brute-force is essentially optimal (up to constant factors in the exponent). Based on this, we can also prove the same hardness for the Circular Consensus String problem.
As our second main contribution, we obtain the same list of hardness results as above for DTW-Mean. We achieve this by a polynomial-time reduction from a special case of f -MSCS. Again, this shows that, unless the Exponential Time Hypothesis fails, the known O(n 2k+1 2 k k)-time algorithm [6] can essentially be improved only up to constants in the exponent. These results basically answer the main open question of Brill et al. [6] .
Technical Contribution. As typical for contributions in the context of fine-grained complexity analysis (be it for polynomial-time solvable problems or be it for NP-hard problems), our major achievements lie in the careful development of problem-specific fine-grained reductions. In addition, with formally defining the problem family Multiple String Circular Shift (with Cost f ) we provide a natural general as well as intermediate problem that may be useful in settling the computational complexity of other consensus problems. 3 To this end, we also define a large family of natural cost functions, the so-called polynomially bounded grouping functions, which make the developed reductions work.
Organization. In Section 2 we fix notation and introduce basic concepts, also including the formal definition of dynamic time warping and the corresponding concept of warping paths. In Section 3 we prove the various hardness results for Multiple String Circular Shift (with Cost f ). The key ingredient here is a careful reduction from the Regular Multicolored Clique problem. Moreover, we introduce the class of polynomially bounded grouping functions f (only for those the results hold). In Section 4, providing a reduction from Multiple String Circular Shift (with Cost f ), we show analogous hardness results for Circular Consensus String. Notably, the cost function corresponding to Circular Consensus String is not a polynomially bounded grouping function, making the direct application of the result for Multiple String Circular Shift (with Cost f ) impossible. In Section 5 we prove the analogous complexity results for DTW-Mean, again using a careful reduction from Multiple String Circular Shift (with Cost f ). In Section 6, we conclude with some open questions and directions for future research.
Preliminaries
In this section, we briefly introduce our notation and formal definitions. Circular Shifts. We denote the i-th element of a string s by s[i], and its length by |s|. For a string s ∈ Σ n and δ ∈ N, we define the circular (left) shift by δ as the string
that is, we circularly shift the string δ times to the left. Let s 1 , . . . , s k be strings of length n. A multiple circular (left) shift of s 1 , . . . , s k is defined by a k-tuple ∆ = (δ 1 , . . . , δ k ) ∈ {0, . . . , n−1} k and yields the strings s
. We define column i ∈ {1, . . . , n} of a multiple circular shift ∆ as the k-tuple (s
. By row j ∈ {1, . . . , k} of column i we denote the element s
Cost Functions. A local cost function is a function f : Σ * → Q assigning a cost to any tuple of values. Given such a function, the overall cost of a circular shift ∆ for k length n strings is defined as
that is, we sum up the local costs of all columns of ∆.
For example, a well-known local cost is the sum of squared distances from the arithmetic mean (i.e. k times the variance, here called σ), that is,
Using a well-known formula for the variance, we get the following useful formula for computing σ:
Dynamic Time Warping. A time series of length n is a sequence x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ Q n . The dynamic time warping distance between two time series is based on the concept of a warping path.
See Figure 1 (bottom) for an example. The set of all warping paths of order m × n is denoted by P m,n . A warping path p ∈ P m,n defines an alignment between two time series x = (x[1], . . . , x[m]) and y = (y [1] , . . . , y[n]) in the following way: Every pair (i, j) ∈ p aligns element x i with y j . 4 The dtw-distance between x and y is defined as
For DTW-Mean, the cost of a mean z for k input time series x 1 , . . . , x k is given by
Note that for DTW-Mean, a normalized cost F (z) := 1 k F(z) is often considered: this does not affect the computational complexity of the problem, so for simplification purposes we only consider the non-normalized cost F(z).
Parameterized Complexity. We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic concepts from classical and parameterized complexity theory.
An instance of a parameterized problem is a pair (I, k) consisting of the classical problem instance I and a natural number k (the parameter ). A parameterized problem is contained in the class XP if there is an algorithm solving an instance (I, k) in polynomial time if k is a constant, that is, in time O(|I| f (k) ) for some computable function f only depending on k (here |I| is the size of I). A parameterized problem is fixed-parameter tractable (contained in the class FPT) if it is solvable in time f (k) · |I| O(1) for some computable function f depending solely on k. Clearly, it holds FPT ⊆ XP.
A parameterized problem that is W[1]-hard with respect to parameter k is presumably not in FPT. 
(for some functions f and g).
Exponential Time Hypothesis. Impagliazzo and Paturi [15] formulated the Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH) which states that there exists a constant c > 0 such that 3-SAT cannot be solved in O(2 cn ) time, where n is the number n of variables in the input formula. It is stronger than common complexity assumptions such as P =NP and FPT =W [1] .
Several conditional running time lower bounds have since been shown based on the ETH, for example, Clique cannot be solved in ρ(k) · n o(k) time for any computable function ρ unless the ETH fails [9] .
Hardness of f -MSCS
In this section, we consider only binary strings from {0, 1} * . We prove hardness for a family of local cost functions that satisfy certain properties. The functions we consider have the common property that they only depend on the number of 0's and 1's in a column, and that they aim at grouping similar values together.
For an order-independent function f , we define the function
For an order-independent function, f ′ k can be seen as the cost per 1-value (a column with
. It can also be seen as a discrete version of the derivative for f k , so that if f k is concave then f ′ k is decreasing. The intuition behind a grouping function is that the cost per 1-value is minimal in columns containing only 1's, and that having two 1's in a column has less cost than having two columns with a single 1. In particular, any concave function is grouping. Finally, if f is grouping, then the cost function with value f k (x) + ax + b is also grouping for any values a and b.
Finally, the following definitions are required to ensure that our reduction remains computable in polynomial time.
Definition 3. Let f be an order-independent function. The gap of f k is defined as 
Reduction. Consider an instance of RMCC, that is, a graph G = (V, E) with a partition of V into k subsets V 1 , . . . , V k of size n := |V | k each, such that each vertex has degree d. Let V j = {v j,1 , . . . , v j,n }, m = |E|, and E = {e 1 , . . . , e m }. We assume that k ≥ 3 since the instance is trivially solvable otherwise.
We build an instance with k+1 binary strings, hence we consider the local cost function f k+1 . For simplicity, we write f ′ , gap ε, and range µ for f ′ k+1 , ε k+1 , and µ k+1 . For each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, let p j be the length-k string such that p j Let ℓ := λ(m ′ + 1) ≤ poly(nk). For 1 ≤ j ≤ k, we define the string
We further define the following dummy string
Note that each string s j has length
Finally, we define the target cost
Clearly, the strings s 0 , . . . , s k and the value c can be computed in polynomial time. This construction is illustrated in Figure 2 . In the strings s 0 , . . . , s k , any 1-value at a position i with i mod (m ′ + 1) = 1 is called a separator, other 1-values are coding positions. A coding position is either vertex-coding if it belongs to some p j (or to the k non-separator positions of s 0 ), or edge-coding otherwise (then it belongs to some q i,j ). There are λ(k + 1) separator positions in total and κ coding positions.
Given a multiple circular shift ∆, we define the weight w of a column as the number of 1-values it contains, that is, 0 ≤ w ≤ k + 1. The cost for such column is f k+1 (w) = f k+1 (0) + wf ′ (w). Each 1-value of this column is attributed a local cost of f ′ (w), so that the cost of any solution is composed of a base cost of ℓf k+1 (0) and of the sum of all local costs of all 1-values. In the following we mainly focus on local costs.
It remains to show that there exists a multiple circular shift of s 0 , . . . , s k with cost c if G contains a properly colored k-clique, and that otherwise every multiple circular shift has cost at least c + ε.
Aligning Separators. Let ∆ = (δ 0 , . . . , δ k ) be a multiple circular shift of s 0 , . . . , s k . Without loss of generality, we can assume that δ 0 = 0 since setting each δ j to (δ j − δ 0 ) mod ℓ yields a shift with the same cost. First, we show that if δ j mod (m ′ + 1) = 0 holds for some 0 < j ≤ k, then ∆ has large cost. Proof. Assume that δ j mod (m ′ + 1) = a ∈ {1, . . . , m ′ } for some 0 < j ≤ k.
We count the number of weight-(k+1) columns: such a column cannot only contain separator values since it cannot contain a 1 in both row 0 and row j. Hence, it contains at least one coding value. Since there are κ coding values, there are at most κ weight-(k + 1) columns, so at most kκ separator values have local cost f ′ (k + 1). All other separator values have local cost f ′ (w) for some w < k + 1, which is at least f ′ (k + 1) + ε. There are at least λ(k + 1) − kκ such 1-values.
Adding the base cost of ℓf k+1 (0), the cost of ∆ is thus at least:
Recall that
Combining the above bounds for c and cost f (∆) yields
Overall the total cost is at least c + ε. Figure 2 : Illustration of the reduction from an instance of RMCC (top) with k = 3. Middle: Sequences s 0 to s 3 , and their optimal circular shifts s ′ 0 to s ′ 3 . Blue stripes represent the regularlyspaced separator 1-values. The (light) gray intervals contain both 0's and 1's according to strings u i,j , and white intervals contain only 0's. The spacing between consecutive u i,j 's is defined using γ and the overall string length depends on λ, both values are chosen so as to restrict the possible alignments between different u i,j 's; in this example we use γ = 2 and λ = 19. Bottom: a zoom-in on blocks 1 and 12 in the shifted strings (only non-0 values are indicated, weight-2 columns are highlighted). Through vertex columns, the dummy string s 0 ensures that one vertex occupies block 1 in each row, and weight-2 edge-columns ensure that k 2 edges (as highlighted in the graph) are induced by these vertices.
Cost of Circular Shifts. We assume from now on that δ j mod (m ′ + 1) = 0 for all j ∈ {0, . . . , k}. We now provide a precise characterization of the cost of ∆.
For l ∈ {1, . . . , λ}, we define the l-th block consisting of the m ′ consecutive columns (l − 1)(m ′ +1)+2, . . . , l(m ′ +1). The block index of column i is i−1 mod (m ′ +1). For j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the substring s Proof. Consider the vertex-column with block-index h. By construction of s 1 , . . . , s k , only s h may have a 1 in this column (which is true if some vertex from V h occupies this block). The string s 0 has a 1 in this column if it is a column in block 1. Thus, assuming that column h has weight 2 implies l = 1 and V h ∩ P = ∅. Proof. Consider an edge-column with block-index k + h, 1 ≤ h ≤ m. Denote by v j 0 ,i 0 and v j 1 ,i 1 the endpoints of edge e h . For any 1 ≤ j ≤ k, s j has a 1 in this column only if block l is occupied by some vertex v j,i , and, moreover, only if u j,i has a 1 in column h, i.e. v j,i = v j 0 ,i 0 or v j,i = v j 1 ,i 1 , hence j = j 1 or j = j 2 . So this column may not have weight 3 or more, and if it has weight 2, then block l is occupied by both endpoints of e h .
Observation 2. In block l, if the edge-column with block-index
From Observations 1 and 2, it follows that no column (beside separators) can have weight 3 or more. Since the number of coding values is fixed, the cost is entirely determined by the number of weight-2 columns. The following result quantifies this observation.
Claim 2. Let W 2 be the number of weight-2 columns. Then
Proof. The base cost ℓf k+1 (0) of the solution only depends on the number of columns. Separator values are in weight-(k + 1) columns. Since there are λ of them, it follows that the local cost of separator values is λ(k + 1)f ′ (k + 1).
The total number of coding values is κ, each coding value has a local weight of f ′ (1) if it belongs to a weight-1 column, and f ′ (2) otherwise (since there is no vertex-or edge-column with weight 3 or more). There are W 2 weight-2 columns, so exactly 2W 2 coding values within weight-2 columns. Summing the base cost with the local costs of all separator and coding values, we get:
). Using the fact that, by assumption, f ′ (2) < f ′ (1) − ε, we get the desired lower bound.
Since the cost is determined by the number of weight-2 columns, we need to evaluate this number. Observation 1 gives a direct upper bound for weight-2 vertex columns (at most k, since they all are in block 1), hence we now focus on weight-2 edge-columns. The following claim will help us upper-bound their number.
Claim 3. For any two rows j, j ′ , there exists at most one block l that contains vertices from both V j and V j ′ Proof. If two distinct blocks l, l ′ contain vertices from the same row j, then two cases are possible: either |l − l ′ | = a(γ + j + 1) or |l − l ′ | = λ − a(γ + j + 1), in both cases with 1 ≤ a ≤ n. Indeed, there are n regularly-spaced substrings u j,i in row j, so the two cases correspond to whether or not the circular shifting of row j separates these two blocks.
Aiming at a contradiction, assume that two distinct rows j and j ′ provide two vertices for both l and l ′ . Then there exist 1 ≤ a, a ′ ≤ n such that |l − l ′ | = a(γ + j ′ + 1) or |l − l ′ | = λ − a(γ + j + 1), and |l − l ′ | = a ′ (γ + j ′ + 1) or |l − l ′ | = λ − a ′ (γ + j ′ + 1). This gives four cases to consider (in fact just three by symmetry of j and j ′ ).
If
We have a = a ′ , as otherwise this would imply j = j ′ . So |a ′ j ′ − aj| ≥ γ + 1, but this is impossible since a, a ′ ≤ n j, j ′ ≤ k, and γ > kn by construction.
If |l − l ′ | = a(γ + j + 1) = λ − a ′ (γ + j ′ + 1), then λ = a(γ + j + 1) + a ′ (γ + j ′ + 1). However, λ > 2n(γ + k + 1) by construction, so this case also leads to a contradiction.
Finally, if |l−l ′ | = λ−a(γ +j +1) = λ−a ′ (γ +j ′ +1), then we have a(γ +j +1) = a ′ (γ +j ′ +1). This case yields, as in the first case, a contradiction. Proof. Consider any pair j, j ′ such that 1 ≤ j < j ′ ≤ k. It suffices to show that there exists at most one weight-2 edge-column with a 1 in rows j and j ′ .
Aiming at a contradiction, assume that two such columns exist. By Observation 2, they must each belong to a block which is occupied by vertices both in V j and V j ′ . From Claim 3 it follows that both columns belong to the same block. Let v and v ′ be the vertices of V j and V j ′ respectively occupying this block. By Observation 2 again, both edges are equal to {v, v ′ }, which contradicts the fact that they are distinct. By Claim 3, no other block than block 1 may be occupied by two vertices, hence any edgecolumn with weight 2 must be in block 1, and both endpoints are in P . There cannot be more than k weight-2 vertex-columns, hence there are k 2 weight-2 edge-columns, and for each of these there exists a distinct edge with both endpoints in P . Thus, P is a properly colored k-clique.
Cliques and Circular Shifts with Low Cost. We are now ready to complete the proof of Lemma 1. First, assume that G contains a properly colored k-clique P = {v 1,i 1 , . . . , v k,i k }. Consider the multiple circular shift ∆ = (δ 0 , . . . , δ k ), where δ 0 = 0 and Note that Theorem 1 holds for the function σ since it is a polynomially bounded grouping function (as discussed earlier).
The assumption that f is polynomially bounded is only needed to obtain a polynomial-time reduction in Lemma 1. We can drop this assumption and still obtain a parameterized reduction from RMCC parameterized by the order of the clique to f -MSCS parameterized by the number of input strings, which yields the following corollary. 
Circular Consensus String
In this section we study the Circular Consensus String (CCS) problem: Given k strings s 1 , . . . , s k of length n each, find a length-n string s * and a circular shift (δ 1 , . . . , δ k ) such that
, s * ) is minimal, where d denotes the Hamming distance, that is, the number of mismatches between the positions of two strings. Although consensus string problems in general have been widely studied from a theoretical point of view [8] , somewhat surprisingly this is not the case for the circular version(s). For CCS, an O(n 2 log n)-time algorithm for k = 3 and an O(n 3 log n)-time algorithm for k = 4 is known [16] . However, for general k no hardness result is known. Note that without circular shifts the problem is solvable in linear time. Indeed, it is optimal to set s * [i] to any element that appears a maximum number of times among the elements
For binary strings, it can easily be seen that the cost induced by column i is the minimum of the number of 0's and the number of 1's. Let f CS be the order-independent function with f CS k (w) = min{w, k − w}. It follows from the discussion above that Circular Consensus String is exactly f CS -MSCS. Given an instance I = (s 1 , . . . , s k , c) of g-MSCS, define the strings s k+1 , . . . , s 2k−2 = 1 |s1| . We show that I is a yes-instance if and only if I ′ := (s 1 , . . . , s 2k−2 , c) is a yes-instance for f CS -MSCS. For the forward direction, consider a multiple circular shift ∆ = (δ 1 , . . . , δ k ) of s 1 , . . . , s k such that cost g (∆) ≤ c. We set the multiple circular shift ∆ ′ := (δ 1 , . . . , δ k , δ k+1 = 0, . . . , δ 2k−2 = 0) of s 1 , . . . , s 2k−2 . Consider column i of ∆ ′ and let w ′ be the number of 1's it contains. Then, w ′ = w + k − 2, where w is the number of 1's in column i of ∆. The cost of column i is f CS 2k−2 (w + k − 2) = g k (w). Hence column i has the same cost in both solutions. This implies cost g (∆) = cost f CS (∆ ′ ).
The converse direction is similar. Any multiple circular shift ∆ ′ of s 1 , . . . , s 2k−2 can be restricted to a multiple circular shift ∆ of s 1 , . . . , s k with the same cost.
Consensus for Time Series: DTW Mean
In this section we prove the following theorem, settling the complexity status of a prominent consensus problem in time series analysis. Proof. We give a polynomial-time reduction from σ-MSCS. Let (s 1 , . . . , s k , c) be an instance of σ-MSCS, where each s j is a binary string of length n. We write ε = ε k = 1 k for the gap of For large values of a, the total cost F(z) is dominated by good segments, which enforces to pick an optimal circular shift for the input strings.
function σ at rank k. Note that the proof of Lemma 1 shows that it is hard to decide whether there exists a multiple circular shift of cost at most c. Moreover, we can assume that for a no-instance all shifts have cost at least c + ε. We define the numbers b := 12(c + 1) + 1 and a := Figure 4 .
Next, we prove the correctness of the reduction, that is, we show that there exists a time series z with F(z) ≤ c ′ if and only if there exists a multiple circular shift ∆ with cost σ (∆) = c. To this end, we first introduce some definitions.
Let z = (z 1 , . . . , z ℓ ) be a mean of the series x 1 , . . . , x k and let p j denote an optimal warping path between z and x j . The weight of an element z[i] is the number of elements which are aligned with it, that is,
Note that the weight of every element is always at least k. We say that element z[i] is good if it has weight k and the indices of the k aligned elements all have the same parity (that is, either all indices are odd or all are even). Otherwise,
The l-th segment of z, for some 0 ≤ l < ℓ 2n , is the length-2n subseries
That is, the elements of z are partitioned into segments of length 2n unless ℓ is not a multiple of 2n, in which case a single shorter segment is used at the end. A segment is good if all its elements are good, and bad otherwise. The weight and the cost of a segment are the sum of the weights and the sum of the costs of its elements. Note that F(z) equals the sum of costs of all segments of z.
For the correctness, the idea is to show that good segments of a mean correspond to multiple circular shifts of s 1 , . . . , s k and have low costs if the shift has low cost. For bad segments, however, the cost is large. We proceed with two claims about lower bounds for the costs of bad segments. Proof. Let L ≤ 2n be the length of the segment and note that w ≥ kL. There are at most L − 1 good elements in this segment, which contribute a total weight of at most (L − 1)k. Thus the total weight of the bad elements is at least w
. By Claim 6, the cost of the segment is thus at least
The next claim establishes a crucial connection between good segments of a mean and multiple circular shifts. 
Hence, the segment corresponds to the multiple circular shift ∆ := (
2 ) and the cost of the segment is
We are now ready to prove the following two propositions which finally yield the correctness of the reduction. Proof. The total number of elements in the series x 1 , . . . , x k is k · a · 2n. Each element counts in the weight of at least one segment of z. Hence, the total weight of all segments is at least k · a · 2n. Let g denote the number of good segments. Then, at least g − 1 good segments have length 2n. By Claim 8, the cost of each of these good segments corresponds to the cost of some multiple circular shift of s 1 , . . . , s k . By assumption, each shift has cost at least c + ε. Hence, the total cost of the good segments is at least (g − 1)(c + ε). On the contrary, the total weight of good segments is at most g · k · 2n. Thus, the total weight of bad segments is at least k · a · 2n − g · k · 2n = (a − g) · k · 2n. By Claim 7, this yields a total cost of at least (a − g) · k · 2n Note that these alignments yield correct warping paths between z and each x j . Clearly, z is obtained by setting each element to the arithmetic mean of all the values that are aligned with it. Now, we have F(z) ≤ (a − 1)c + 2nkb 2 ≤ c ′ .
Since the above reduction is a polynomial-time reduction from σ-MSCS where the resulting number of time series equals the number of strings in the σ-MSCS instance, Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 1.
Conclusion
Shedding light on the computational complexity of prominent consensus problems in stringology and time series analysis, we proved several computational hardness results for circular string alignment problems and time series averaging in dynamic time warping spaces. Our results imply that these problems with a rich set of applications are intractable in the worst case (sometimes even on binary data). Hence, it is unlikely to find algorithms which significantly improve the worst-case running time of the best known algorithms so far. This now partly justifies the use of heuristics as it is done for many real-world applications.
Notably, we have shown that the complexity of consensus string problems can drastically change (that is, they become hard) when considering circular strings and shift operations.
We conclude with some open questions and directions for future work.
• The idea of the reduction for f -MSCS can be used to prove the same hardness result for most non-linear (polynomially bounded) order-independent cost functions (note that f -MSCS is trivially solvable if f k is linear since every shift has the same cost). We are currently working towards a dichotomy proof.
• The reduction to DTW-Mean constructs time series with three different values. We are confident that the reduction can be modified such that it outputs binary time series. DTW-Mean would then be hard for binary inputs (note that if also the mean is restricted to be binary, then the problem is solvable in polynomial time [6] )
• From an algorithmic point of view, it would be nice to improve the constants in the exponents of the running times, that is, to find algorithms running in time n αk for small α.
For example, for DTW-Mean, we ask to find an O(n k )-time algorithm.
• What about the parameter maximum sequence length n? Are the considered problems polynomial-time solvable if n is a constant, or are they even fixed-parameter tractable with respect to n?
• It might be generally interesting to further explore connections between circular consensus string problems and time series averaging under dynamic time warping, thus potentially linking two important areas of applied research.
